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Microcoding the Lexicon with Co-Occurrence Knowledge 

~kii~:(~q 
Depcutment of Computer Science 

Columbia University 
:--Jew York. :-'Y 10027 

Use: language generation. Contents: co-occurrence knowledge wired in. 
Acquisition resource: textual corpora. '0tilities: Co-occurrence compiler. 

Introduction 
Neither synta.x nor semantics can just.iry the IJ:'P. of a cerlClin elClSs of English word combinations. This class contains 
word pairs that often appear toget.her in CI given context of meClning. Such pairs are called co-occurrence relations 
or idiosyncratic collocations [3]. To correctly understand or produce natural language. such lexical relations need 
to be specifically encoded in lexicons [6]. [10]. [1]. In this paper. we show how word-based lexicons can be enriched 
with automatically acquired lexical relations. We call this process microcoding the lexicon, since it corresponds to 
the addition of lexical associations in a regular lexicon. We are using our enriched lexicon for language generation. 

Co-occurrence knowledge is part.icularly important for language generation, without it. awkward or incorrect 
sentences could be produced. In previous nat.ural language work. co-occurrence knowledge was ignored or hand 
encoded. In contrast, we acquire it automatically from the analysis of large textual corpora. We describe the 
acquisition method based on EXTRACT [12], a co-occurrence compiler that retrieves lexical relations from the 
statistical analysis of a large corpus. We indicate how these lexical associations are entered in a word-based 
lexicon in a useful and coherent way for lilnguilge generators. We then show how this information is used in 
COOK, a functional unification based I;:mguilgl' gCller;;tor I hat correctly handles collocation ally restricted sentences. 
Whenever possible, we use examples tClken frol11 the han k and stock market domains. 

The Problem: Co-occurrence Knowledge and Generation Lexicons 
The fact that people prefer saying -drink II slrnll'l lell" to "a powerful tea". and prefer saying "drive a powerful 
car" to "a strong car" cannot be accounted for on purely synt.actic or semantic grounds. Consider the following 
example sentences. The lexically incorrect sentences Clre marked by a *. 

(1) * "John ofJerf:d .llnry n hint" 
(3) * ·'.\torlJ perpelrnld juicirle" 

(2) "John gave Mary a hint" 
(4) "Mary committed .wicide" 

In these sentences, "hint" and -S!IIClne" co-occur with the verbs "give" and "commit" rather than with other 
synonymous verbs, the sentences are co/locllflonnlly rt.~frJcted. This kind of lexical behavior is usually unpredictable. 
For example. -murder", which is closely related to -.<;!lIClne" in terms of both meaning and syntax. co-occurs both 
with ~perpetrate" and "commIt", whereas "SIIIClne" only co-occurs with "commit". Without the knowledge of such 
behaviors a language generator cannot correctly produce sentences such as (2) and (4). 

Encoding lexical relations in the lexicon provides a language generator with the information necessary for 
handling many lexical decisions that were previollsly ignored. Moreover. it allows for simpler input since the 
presence of one of the two words in a given situation requires the presence of the other, (like "suicide" requires 
"commit") [llJ. 

The main r~ why co-occurrence knowledge has generally been ignored in language generation is probably 
because of the iDadequacy of the lexicons llsed; neither word-based nor phrasal lexicons are well suited for its 
economic incluaioo. In phraaal lexicons. the hasic entry is not a lexeme but a phraseme, i.e. a template for a 
whole syntactic structure. Phrasal entries can he ~cen as lexical associations wired, or microcoded in the lexicon. 
Although such wiring is questionable for srma!ll ically transparent constructs. it is necessary when dealing with 
semantically opaque1 ones. For this reason. \\'oro-hased lexicons cannot properly handle collocations. There are 

I En~ah IUb.truCtures CAll be cluaified ACcorrling to th~ir npar.ity (3). A structure il tr&lllp&rent if iu mearur13 CAll be lucceqfully 
divided into the meaning of ita conltituenLl. the 5l.nll:tllre is S)lid op"'llle. ldioml provide natural examples of opaque structures, "10 
h4vt yo.r C4Ct lind t41 il" very seldom literally mr.lU1s "/0 114"t" "yo.r c4kt" "lind till il". On the contrary. "John ol'enl tile 40ar" i. 
a transparent structun. Collocations. although snmr.how lrNl"pN',mt ("/0 commil .. ici4e") offer a varying desree of tranapa.rency. 
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however prohibitive drawbacks with the use of phr<1:;1\1 lexicons in large applications. First, encoding transparent 
structures in phrasal entries is not economic since phrasal entries are polynomially more numerous than word entries. 
Second and more important. the information t hey contain is generally provided manually by the lexicon builders 
[8]. Such a manual processing is painstaking and hardly reaches a sufficient coverage. A way around these problems 
is to have a team of lexicographers pro\'icle information on combinational properties of English [4]. However, there 
is no such extensive linguistic expertise of Engl ish. 

Here, we enrich word-based lexicons with illJtomat.ically acquired lexical relations. Our acquisition program, 
EXTRACT decides on what must be microcoded in the Icxicon. This allows tackling the issue of lexicon wiring 
without suffering from the problems of ph ril"iI I lexicons. 

Acquiring Lexical Relations from Corpora 
The acquisition of information from large textll:-ll corpora has already addressed in the past (2), but with different 
interest. Choueka was more interested in retricving frequently used idiomatic expressions than idiosyncratic collo
cations. An idiosyncratic collocation is reflected in the language by a correlation of common appearance' of several 
items. EXTRACT identifies lexical relations in a large sample of natural language data by making statistical obser
vations. As a first step we only retrieve noun-IlOlln, noun-verb and noun-adjective lexical relations. For example, 
noun-noun combinations would include, ~sfock mar~'et", "credit cam", etc. Noun-verb combinations would include. 
'"to charge a card", ""to wnte a check", "'the ml!r~'e1 plummeted", etc. Noun-adjective combinations would include, 
"a high rate", "a fast turnaround", "II bounced check", etc. Such collocations represent meaningful lexical entities 
in the considered domain, and require specific entries in the lexicon. 

EXTRACT takes as input a corpus ilnd a dictionary specifying only part of speech. It produces a list of tuples 
(Wi, U'2,cook-mfo), where (WI, U'2) is a lexical I'eliltioll between two open-class words (WI and W2), and cook-info is 
a set of statistical figures representing the lexicill r('\;nion within the distribution of words collocating with WI' For 
example, cook-info contains an evaluation of t he correlation factor of WI and W2, and additional infopnation on 
their relative positions in the corpus. Cook-wfo is used to filter out irrelevant associations and to retrieve global 
syntactic information. A more detailed description of EXTRACT along with some results can be found in [12]. 

:\. first version of EXTRACT has been tested on a 300,000 words corpus taken from the UNIX Usenet and on a 
2,000,000 words corpus taken from The Jerusalem Post archives. It has retrieved more than three hundred lexical 
relations such as, "to clamp" with "curfew",:-Is in "Ihe Illllhonties clamped a curfew ... " "To plant" with "bomb", 
as in "the terronsts planted II bomb In .... , "1'lohu/" with -elfish", as in '"there has been a violent clash today ... ," 
etc. An experiment using EXTRACT for soft\\,ilre r(,lI~e is described in [9]. We are currently working on corpora in 
the domains of stock market and hank reports, in order to retrieve domain dependent collocations. 

How the Lexicon is Used while Generating 
Following Halliday [6J, we include collocill ions ill t he lexicon such that they can easily be used from within the 
grammar. Lexical relations are lexical associil! ions t hilt are t.riggered in a given context by the grammar. As a 
demonstration, we have implemented COOl«. a. generator lIsing a microcoded lexicon and handling these constraints 
in the grammar. COOK works on a simple banking domain, it uses FUF [5] a functional formalism based on 
functional unification grammars [7]. Coo I« correctly handles collocationally restricted sentences while using a 
simplified input structure. Syntactic and lexical constraints are encoded as functional descriptions, the grammar 
handling their interaction. Let us briefly describe some results obtained by COOK. 

The inputs used here all describe a transfer of money, they have roles such as PREDICATE; ACTOR the person 
initiating the transfer; AMOUNT the amollnt of money transferred; FORM the actual form of the transfer; OBJECT 

what is being exchanged for the money (if ilny) ilnd TO or FROM describing where the money goes or comes from. 
The verb is deduced using this informat.ion ilS can he seen below. Sentences (1), (2), and (3) have been generated 
using the logical Corma (In), (1f'2). and (If.'l). TI1I' vrrh wa.s not specified in the logical input but was deduced by 
COOK using collocational and semantic knowledge. 
(In) ((PREDICATE DEBIT)(ACTOR ((LEX jnhn)))(,\~IOU!'lT ((LEX 1iIOO))HFORM ((LEX interest)))) 

(In) ((PREDICATE CREDIT)(ACTOR ((LEX john)))(A~IOV"T ((LEX $l00)))(FORM «LEX interes~)))) 

(113) (PREDICATE DEBIT)(ACTOR ((LEX j(lhn}))(A~IOUi\'T ((LEX SlOO))(OBJECT «LEX insurance)))) 

(1) -John earns $100 In mterest." 

lThat is, within a single syntactic IInit <.g .• nOlln phr,,-,e. \,,.rh phrMe, etc. 
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(2) '-John pays $100 In Interest . .. 
(3 "John takes out Insurance for ·'100." 
In sentences (1), (2) and (3), the lexical rp.lations "mleresl-earn", "Interest-pay" and "insurance-lake-out" have been 
used. Note the influence of the predicate and of the logical roles (OBJECT, FOR~f) used. In some cases the lexical 
choice cannot be done effectively without a more complex interaction among constraints. \Ve have examined cases 
involving the interactions of syntactic. semantic ilnd argumentative constraints. 

Conclusion 
Co-occurrence knowledge is necessary for language g"neration. It provides useful indications for choosing lexical 
items and is indispensable for generating collocar.ionally restricted sentences. We automatically acquire lexical 
relations from the statistical analysis of a Inrg'~ t.r'lining corpllS and use this information to enrich word-based 
lexicons for language generation. 

We have implemented the above ideas in EXTRACT, a co-occurrence compiler that has been tested on several 
corpora. A first version of COOK, has also been implemented in a simplified banking domain. In the near future 
we plan on running EXTRACT on a corpus containing stock market reports, and to use the acquired information in 
an extended version of COOK. The ultimate goal of this approach is to make use of a training corpus in any given 
domain in order to automatically help microcode a lexicon for language generation. 
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